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ABSTRACT
SAS Enterprise Guide provides an API that allows users to automate almost every aspect of running
Enterprise Guide projects or simply SAS programs. Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) under Microsoft
Excel provides a rich environment for debugging and running VBA applications. This paper shows how
you can use VBA to access the automation API of Enterprise Guide to do sophisticated tasks, read SAS
datasets through ActiveX Data Object Databse or build your own applications that run SAS. Through
VBA, you can create SAS programs on the fly, debug and run programs, save SAS log to files, and
examine SAS ODS. You can accomplish many tasks automatically, which is not feasible through
Enterprise Guide’s main interface. You can access and transform SAS datasets efficiently, which can not
be retrive directly without SAS.

INTRODUCTION
SAS Enterprise Guide offers point-and-click access to all of its feature and greatly improve
programming efficiency, especially for non-programmer. In a typical SAS Enterprise Guide environment,
we connect to remote Metadata Server, and we do not install local SAS library or PC SAS. Due to the
restriction, SAS EG does not recognize local machines (local and network drives). To use these
functions, one needs to go through guided wizard and point-and-click through SAS EG main interface.
This makes us wonder whether there is a better way to accomplish this task in a programmable fashion
(i.e, you can specific the format, filename etc in code and run in batch mode).
We explore many approaches and SAS stored processes. The SAS Enterprise Guide API provides a
powerful mechanism to link SAS remote server to local. The concepts are familiar to us under windows
environment, and this motivates us to do more research and we eventually find VBA a great tool to run
almost every SAS jobs we needed. We can create SAS programs on the fly, run the programs, analyze or
save SAS Listing Output, write complete SAS logs to files, examine SAS Output Delivery System, email
the results or send out notifications. This approach addresses the programming issues of automation of
SAS procedures between remote server and local, and it does not require installation of local SAS library
or PC SAS inside SAS EG.
We successfully create a self-contained SAS running environment in Excel without running SAS EG
main user interface. For SAS end users, knowledge of VB language is not necessary, one only work in
Excel to write SAS programs. VBA not only provides an easy-to-use tool to run SAS programs similar to
SAS command-line tool, but it seamlessly connects other objects or modules for us to build our own
applications that run SAS as well. VBA under Excel is available for almost every windows user. We find
VBA is useful to run SAS jobs through its step-by-step debug mode: watch intermediate variables, step
into, run to cursors. Besides that, we can also access Excel formula, cells, named range, macros, and
more. We also use VBA as toolkit to debug SAS codes.

WRITE VBA PROGRAM TO RUN SAS PROGRAMS INTERACTIVELY
STEP 1 CREATE EXCEL WORKBOOK WITH XLSM FORMAT
Create an Excel workbook, and save it as macro-enabled file xlsm format. Then click "Alt-F11", it
brings you to VBA macro-editing mode. Right-click on the "project" on the left-hand panel, and choose
"Insert" ->"Module", you will see a new module "Module1" created under "Modules" folder.
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Figure 1. Create XLSM File

STEP 2 WRITE VBA MACRO
EXAMPLE 1: WRITE SAS CODES IN EXCEL WORKSHEET
The following example makes a connection to a SAS server, runs a SAS program through clicking
the “Run Program” button, which is written in EXCEL “Sheet1" worksheet, in this example Cell “B4", it
also brings back SAS Log to Cell "C4".(Figure 2).
Notice that SAS code in example is exactly same as traditional SAS programs in PC SAS or SAS
EG. One can copy SAS codes (one step or multiple steps) from existing SAS programs and run. Users
can interface through Excel Worksheet only to write and debug SAS programs. SAS Logs including error
messages will be brought back to Excel worksheet right after running, no need to open another log file.
Meanwhile, users can append every SAS Logs you are debugging to a complete LOG file without
concerns about LOGs being overwritten by new run.

Figure 2. Run SAS Programs in Worksheet

Through running VBA macro is written in one VBE (Figure 3) to connect SAS Enterprise Guide to
complete the whole process.
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Figure 3. VBA Macro of Connecting SAS EG
The purpose of “CreateObject” is to create the corresponding version of SAS EG application.
The "SetActiveProfile" uses the profile names obtained in the metadata when connecting to SAS EG.
The "Applicatioin.New" and "CodeCollection.Add" create a project and add a new program code to it.
The SAS program is created by assigning plain text to “sasProgram.Text", the code is running on one
of the server “SASApp" from servers list. The LOG is saved in “Sheet1" worksheet and also displayed in
the "C4" cell as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows many useful information in the VBA macro, the SAS
codes are ran on the remote server and results are pushed back to COM-object and available in Excel.
One can explore it and decide what to do with the output.

EXAMPLE 2: Batch Run SAS Codes
The following code (Figure 4) demonstrates how to run SAS programs in a batch. It is not required to
create new shell / bat file or to consider encoding since we can invoke SAS Enterprise Guide API.
Example 2 shows how to batch run the programs to create sas dateasets, log, output etc..
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Figure 4. Batch Run SAS Programs

After initializing the SAS configuration, I called SAS programs in batches through the %include
statement to submit batch run assignments.
According to the way of invoking SAS EG API by using VBA, The sas programs in the figure above
have created outputs we need (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Outputs of Batch Run

Assume we have requirements of batch run many SAS programs at server locations. This technique
is to provides a solution to connect SAS EG API to implementing our requirements. Otherwise there is no
need to consider about the differences between UNIX and Windows operating systems.

ACCESSING AND RETRIVING SAS DATASETS FROM EXCEL VBA
MICROSOFT ADODB
In order to share data between SAS and Excel we will need to understand a bit about ADODB. For
the purposes of this section there are two objects of interest – the Connection object and the Recordset
object.
The Connection object provides properties to define the source of the data, and methods to manage
the link between the client to the datasource. The Recordset object uses the Connection object to return
data to the client. The Fields collection of the Recordset object provides data about the contents of the
recordset.
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EXAMPLE 3: Read SAS Data to Excel
Let’s start with a simple connection and retrieval of data; in this case we will retrieve the contents of
the table sashelp.class. To keep the demonstration as simple as possible and to dispaly the data
Intuitively the Excel worksheet will use common spreadsheet components such as forms and buttons. It
will return the contents of sashelp.class and display the contents in the Excel spreadsheet. Let us
examine each of the lines of code here (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Code of Reading SAS Dataset
Through clicking GetSASData button to run the GetSASData macro in the VBE. The results of
class.sas7bdat will display in the worksheet three. Please refer to the following figure(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Result of Class SAS Dataset

BUILD VBA APPLICATIONS THAT RUNS SAS
With all the bells and whistles, one can create sophisticated VBA applications that runs SAS. Figure
4 shows a SAS running application, type SAS programs or copy and paste your own programs (including
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SAS macros), click “Run Program", the SAS program runs on remote server and generates logs, listing,
output and datasets at local machine. It is self-contained and no need to open SAS EG main application.
Meanwhile once we do not install SAS, VBA applications is also great tools of reading, querying and
analysing SAS datasets(Figure 7). Advanced SAS users can run batch jobs, schedule jobs in parallel, or
use SAS output as input to other applications.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents ideas of using VBA to debug and run SAS codes through SAS Enterprise Guide
API. VBA provides a powerful running environment and debug tool which can run SAS programs
smoothly and efficiently as a SAS client does, but also seamlessly link remote server to local so that we
could automate SAS batch jobs without SAS local mode. We could also access local applications and
objects.
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